
A DetectorGeometryfor Measuringthe VerticalGammaCurrent

1. Lizmduction

The purposeof this note is to describea possible
geometrysuitableformeasuringthe verticalgamnacurrent.

garmnadetector
Alfioughwe could

also use thisdetectorgecmetryfor othergannnacurren“tcomponents,it may be
particularlysuitablefor measuringthe verticalgamnacurrentbecausethe
geometryis easilyinco~rated into a ~und (orwater)surfacewhich can add
to the collimatoreffectiveness.Whereassome previouslysuggestedgamma cument
devices(Sensorand SimulationNotes (SSN)X and XVII)have used detectorsplaced
aroundan attenuator,thisdeviceutilizesan attenuator(or collimator)placed
aroundthe detectors.

As illustratedin figure1, this singlecomponent,ganma current
detectorconsistsof a long,thin, cylindricallysynmetric,distributed
detectorwhichis surroundedby a cylindrically symmetric collimator, ~cessed
into a grwna (orwater)surface. The distributeddetector(or strhg of
discretedetectorswitioytputssummed)is assumedto be cylindrical with its
lengthmuch greaterthan lts radiusso that for calculationalpurposeswe may
approximatethe detectorby a geometricalline, Thus,we might call this “
detectora line detectorand this gemetry a collimated line detectorgeometry.

Sincethe detectorgeometryis assumedsymnetricaboutthe v~idl. (z)
axis we can considerg~ tiays~ y(e)s co~g * a POl~ q~e~ e> (~dep~nd~t.
of the azimuthalangle]. Theseganma rayswill be detectedby thoseportions
of the line detectorabovea pointwhere the collimatorshadowsthe detector.
As the angle,9,is decreased,more of the line detectoris exposed,increasing
the magnitudeof the electricaloutputof the detector. For e = O all of the
Iiqe detectoris exposedwhile for 13= Tr/2,if the top of the line detectoris
on the same levelas the groundplane,none of the detectoris exposed. Ideally
we may wish that the detectoroutputVq as cos 8 so thatwe measurethe vertical
gamml current,yz.l

For the calculations~ this note we assumethat the ganm sensitivity
of any incrementallengthof the line detectoris independentof the direction
fmm which tinegannarays illuminatethe detector. Many - of detectors
app=ximate this characteristicincludingfluors,s~aniconductors,and SEMIRAD.
However,this i.ncremmtalindependenceof angleis not essentialbut wuld have
to be includedat the appropriatepoint.intie analysis. It is necessary,
however,that.any angulardependenceof the linedetectorbe fidepmdent of
gamm energy so t~t the finalangul+ dependenceof the collimatedline
detectorsyst=mis independentof gamma energyoverthe range of interest.
For our calculationswe also assumethat,o=lativelyspeaking,no”gamnas
penetratethroughthe collimtor to iilumznatethatpart of the line detector
which is.ideallyshadowed. This requi=s that the collimatordimensionsbe
largecomparedto a g-m ray mea free pth, but with the collimatorbuilt
into the g?xxmdplanethisrestrictionJIHYbe easily met. Finallywe assume
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1. Gmmm ray notationis the S~ as that expkined in SSN IX.
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o that, relatively speaking, there am no garmms scatte~d near the col,limato~
surface which add to the gamma intensity received by the illuminated portion
of the line detector,

For convenience we might desire that the sensitivity per unit length
of the line detector be a constant. Iktectors with this characteristic might

include a cylindrical rod of fluor driving a cylindrical photo diode, a long,
thin cylindrical SEMIRAD7 and a uniform string of semiconductor detectors
wired in parallel. This case is considered in Section 111,

This detector geometry has one particular advantage in measuring Yz
over a ground plane in that if we assm a @n-ysource at the ground plane
at some distance away, then the detector will not’respond to the direct ganma

2 ~ this cdse~beam, but will res~nd to the scattered radiation or sky shine.
there is not-a large conmn mode sigpal to subtract-ou~ thus improving the
signal-to-noise characteristics. This colltited line detector could be used
to measure other components of the garma current by differencing the outputs
of two such detectors built into the opposite sides of a cube of attenuating
mterial. However, such a device might prove to be avkward,

First, we consider the collimator geometry required for a given
dependence of the sensitivity per unit length of the line detector. Then we
calculate-the colli.mtor geometry for a line detector of uniform sensitivity
per unit length. Finally, we consider the sensitivity per unit length of the
line detector required by a given collimtor geometry,L

o
11. Determination of Collimtor Geome_&y

Figure 2 illustrates the normalized collimator geonetzy, The line
detector is taken to lie on the z axis between z =-1 and z = 0, Since the
collimtor is assumed to be cylindrically syrrunetr~c
be given. This cross section is represented by the
azimuth):

z = f(r)

The gamma rays illuminate the line detector between

only a cross section need
equation (independent of

(1)

Z = Z, and Z = 0,
A-

First, let us consider a nortiized sensitivity per unit length,
S(z), for the line de~ector with the constraint

J
o

S(z9dz = 1
. (2)

-1,

The detector output varies as 8 is varied and is thus called F(6). This is
given by the contrilxtion to the signal fmm the illuminated region of the

3

L
2. See EMP Theoretical Note X, prompt GarmnaEffects in the Vicinity of a &wnd-
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0
Air Interface, by l/Lt Richard R. Schaefer for a discussion of this scattered
radiation.
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Figure 2, NORMALIZED COLLIMATOR GEOMETRY
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- line detector, i.e., frcm all of the line detector above z,. Thus,

‘(’1)=f S(z)dz = F(O)

‘1–

L

(3)

This last equation relates the angular variation of the detector output to the
portipn of the line detector which is exposed. We should note that S(z) is
assumed to be independent of o which, for many detector types, is approximately
corrects If we desired we could also include
equations (2) and (3).

The line through Z1 which is tangent
z= f(r), is given by

‘=2
1

+rcot9

Tlnisline represents the limiting path of the
collinmtor before reachin.~the line detector.

any angulm”imiation-~f S(z) in-

to tinecollimtor surface,

(4)

ganunarays which just miss the
The collimator surface is then

defined by varying the de~ired Zl, 0 combination of equation (3) through the
range of applicability; thus parametrically varying the tangent line of
equation (4). The curve, z = f(d, must-be tangent at least at oqe point to
each of the tangent lines but must never cross any of these lines. Thus, all
Zl, e relationships of equation (3) are not necessarily allowed. Certainly’Z1

b and e must-be monotonically related but this is not a sufficient dondition.

e To solve for equation (1) we recognize that for a given r the-tangent
curve wiU touch the collimtor surfac& but once as the tangent curve is varied
by changing Z1 (or 6). For all other ZI (forthe givenr) the tangentline
will be above the collimator. Thus, we can find the minimum in the tangent
line for each r, ~he minima will coincide with the collimator surface, Thus,
calculate

or

a
~(z +rcote) =0

11 (5)

(6)

where the derivative in equation (6) can b-eevaluated from equation (3). The
simultaneous solution of equations (4) and (6) will then determine equation (1),
the collimtor shape. For convenience, in equation (5) we can differentiate
with nespec~ to a well behaved, monotonic function of zl if-it will simplify
matters,

Thus, in principle, given S(z) and F(6) we can determine that z
which describes the cylindrical collimator surface, For a gamrm currentb we would desire that F(6) = cos 6,
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111, Example of Collbtor Geometry

To illustrate the m.nner of calculating the equation describing the
collimator surface let us consider the case in which the sensitivity per unit
length of the line detector is a constantand the desired argular response is
that required for a ganm current measurement, i.e., in which

s(z) = 1

and

F(6) = COS6

From equation (3), then,

A@ ‘f S(z,dz = -Z,

‘1

and thUS

Cos e = -z
1

The tangent ltie from equation
z,

z ❑ z-r—

“ i5-
7

or

or

L

(4) then beCOIIES

-L

Rwm equation (6) we have

or

P——

(1-21+3’2 : 1

r2/3
=1-Z.2

‘1 =

remembering that

-;
2/3

‘1
is negative.

(8)

(9)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Substituting for zl in equation (11.)we then have

v ‘+
~2/3 j-’

z=-

Or

_(l #/3 3/2
z=- )

(16)

(17)

This last result can be written b a symmemical fo~ as

z2/3 + P2{3 ❑ 1 (18)

Thus, in equation (18) we have a rdther simple expression for the
collimtor surface which is plotted in figure 3, This curve has an interesting

prrperty that the length of the tangent curve (equation (11)) between the z
and r axes is unit-y, This can be easily seen with the help of equation (10)
which gives the intercept of the tangent Curve with the z ~is. This constant
length of the tangent-line between the two axes can be used as a geometric
construction of the curve describing the collimator surface.

Using this procedure we can consider other forms of sensitivity per unit
length of the line detector and/or angular dependence of the detector output.
We ;ould even t-akethese latter quantities expressed in numerical
for the collimator geomet~ with a computer.

IV. Determination of IM.ector Sensitivity Characteristics

Instead of calculating the collimator shape from a given
per unit”length of the line detector and a desired ~p@ar out-put

form anb solve

sensitivity
of the detec-

>or system, ;e may wish to take a given collimator ge;metry an~ angular dependence
of the detector output and fmm these calculate the required sensitivity per unit
length of the line detector. Thus, we are given f(r) &d F(0). In thi~ &ase,
we can equate the slope of the tangent line (equation (4)) to-the slope of the
collimator, giving at the point of”tangency

= g)
cot -0

&r (19)

With f(r) and equation (4) we can relate 6 and z~ and with the desired F(e)
we can detemine S(z ) from equation (3) as

. _ aJ(z)
s(z) —

az (20)

As a result-we can attack this detec-torgeometry design problem from two
directions, specifying either S(z) or f(r). Actually we have a third function,
F(0), to consider,which we have taken as cos 6for a Ramna current detector,
I1ence,we really
ing the third.

L

have three functions, of which we &y’specify two, determin-
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Figure 3, NORMALIZED COLLIMATOR GEOMETRY FOR LINE
DETECTOR OF UNIFORM SENSITIVITY PER UNIT LENGTH.
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v. Wul-&ry

In summry, then,we my be able to ~sm Y with a Ike detector
inside a colli.mtor recessed in the ground plane as illustratedin figure1.
Sincethecollimtor is recessedin the groundplaneit my be possibleto
build the collimtor-detector structure of rather large size to insure that
the characteristic dimensions are mum l=ger than a ganm ray mean free
path in the collimator material. For a case as illustrated in figure 3,

the collimator surface is free of edges or comers giving a g@ collimating
action. However, there will be radiation scattered fmm the collimator to
the detector. Hopefully,this scattered radiation will notbe a serious
pmblern.

Fortunately, this detector geomtry is a flexible one. For a desired
angular dependence of the detectbr output we are still free(withincertfi
limits)to specify either the sensitivi~, ~ unit length of the line detector
or the collimator geometry and calculate the other. By judicious choice of the
combination of collimtor, geometry and line detector sensitivity per unit length,
perhaps to a certain degree various imperfections (radiation scattering, etc.)
can be minimized.

We would like to thankMrs. LindaCrosbyfor her calculationalassistance
in the pmpaz%tion of thisnote.
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